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Using Invitations to Play to Build 
Literacy Foundations

Through their earliest years of play, children develop a substantial body of skills 
and knowledge. Along with their backpacks and snacks, this knowledge comes 
with them when they first enter a school. Most of them vaguely realize that 
attending school means they will learn to read and write, make new friends, and 
take their first real steps towards independence; however, all these experiences 
will be built on the foundations of everything they already know.

One of the biggest challenges that face educators is how to reconcile this early 
childhood knowledge with the formal education experience. A significant part of 
the early years’ school curriculum is finding ways to build a base of knowledge 
on which skills may be taught. Programs, therefore, need to be designed in such 
a way that they address the needs of all children but are constructed in a manner 
that reflects the best knowledge and practices by which children learn. 

And the best way for all young children to learn is through play.

Play as a Social Activity

This book is about play and the way that play can interact with early educational 
experiences. Pioneering psychologist Lev Vygotsky (2004) described social play 
as the way in which children come to understand rules, the rules that underlie all 
their social interactions. Early education expert Dr. Peter Gray (2008) describes 
it as the “means by which children develop their physical, intellectual, emotional, 
social, and moral capacities.” All children’s actions take on symbolic meaning, 
and through play, children build their understanding of the world around them. 
Play is also inherently social. It facilitates children’s integration into peer groups 
and collaborative learning spaces. It is needed for children to assume other roles 
and viewpoints, and to establish close interpersonal communication. In other 
words, play and children’s social interactions are irrevocably linked. As educa-
tors, we must understand that children do best when their social interactions are 
valued in the learning experience. 

Conversely, enormous efforts and sums of money are being spent to prepare 
young children for their education. Some of this can be attributed to over-eager 
parenting; some of it is a creation of pop culture. An entire industry of online 
videos, expensive toys, and pre-preschools has sprung up to meet the perceived 
need to create an educational base for children’s early school years. 

As educators, we must ask ourselves fundamental questions about preparing 
young children for lifelong learning: What skills do they need? What teaching 
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methods and learning theories best address how to build these foundational 
skills? How do we address the diversity of learners we encounter and bring 
needed cultural awareness to our classrooms? And, most important, how do we 
value and expand upon the home literacy experiences that children bring to the 
classroom door?

The Value of Home and Preschool Play

Children bring many different learning experiences to the classroom, but some 
have more experiences than others. Those who have been exposed to child-care 
settings or preschool already will have begun to build playful learning skills, to 
engage in learning how to learn. For children without this type of play-based 
foundation, reconciling their previous experiences to those of the classroom is 
more challenging. Explaining this difficulty becomes easier if we think about how 
children learn. Learning is a social phenomenon that takes place within a child’s 
cultural world (Street, 2000). Children learn in many ways — through active par-
ticipation in play, planned activities, observations and explorations they make, 
and imitation of adults and older children. Social interactions and explorations 
of how they understand their world are vital — and these are achieved through 
play (Branscombe, Burcham, Castle, & Surbeck, 2014).

Teachers today plan curriculum in key learning areas, building upon children’s 
skills and social interactions to help them learn. The twofold goal in this text is 
to help educators understand the importance of play as a pedagogy for learning 
those early skills and to show them how to extend play through invitations to 
learners, so the learners can re-create the playful learning engagement they had 
before their formal arrival at school.

Although schools and teachers have struggled to find time for play in the face 
of academic agenda demands, most academics and educators recognize the value 
of play as a pedagogical tool. On a related note, parents are beginning to question 
homework policies, standardized testing, and the lack of socialization skills in 
children. Play is now understood to be foundational to young children’s literacy 
building. In this text, I build on these new understandings and offer concrete 
and achievable ways for educators to extend invitations to play in all early years’ 
learning. 

My intention is to connect children’s play to curricula and pedagogical prac-
tices. Teachers understand that children’s learning at home scaffolds and con-
nects to school learning — and much of a child’s early life, up to and including 
the first years in school, is spent playing. This book offers a look at the benefits 
of engaging children in a pedagogy that honors what they know and prepares 
them for later years with a strong literacy foundation. The learning experiences 
provided by playing at home are of enormous value to what will happen later in 
the classroom; understanding this will enhance the roles of both teachers and 
parents. Play represents a huge opportunity to create a foundation for children’s 
future literacy lives.

Emergent Literacy — Embedded in Social Practices

Emergent literacy, as termed by Marie Clay (1991), is the ongoing and developmen-
tal process of understanding and using language from birth until  independence. 

This book owes a heavy debt to my 
earlier title, Ready to Learn.
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Typically, children from birth to eight years of age are in this phase of devel-
opment. Emergent literacy begins with oral language, which is central to how 
children understand and communicate their needs and wants. Children estab-
lish language in order to connect words to specific actions and objects. Through 
their experimentation with language — the constructive process of engaging the 
world around them — and amid its constant feedback, children become compe-
tent “meaning makers” (Wells, 1999).

According to socio-cultural perspectives, children’s home literacy engage-
ments can be viewed as social practices situated within communities (Wenger, 
1998). These social practices are ultimately the foundations of children’s learn-
ing (Roskos & Christie, 2000). Through the early years of play and exploration, 
children acquire a substantial body of skills and knowledge (Hughes, 1991). Suc-
cessful pedagogy recognizes that learning is not confined to the school and can 
neither begin nor end there. Embracing the valuable learning and language expe-
riences that define children’s first literacy engagements with the world is neces-
sary for later success (Heath, 1983).

This book recognizes the fact that children participate in literacy engagements 
long before they can discriminate between letters or recognize the correspon-
dences between letters and sounds (Clay, 1991). Auditory discrimination starts 
with the first sounds children hear, as children begin playing with sounds, letters, 
and eventually, words. Learning, beginning at birth, is based on what children are 
hearing in their homes and early environments. From their earliest moments, all 
children are active learners who construct knowledge and understandings within 
a series of age-related stages (Piaget, 1962).

The Skills versus Play Debate

Early childhood education is a challenging area. As society recognizes the impor-
tance of the early years in children’s learning, there occurs much debate about the 
value of play in early literacy, as opposed to the skills model approach. The skills 
model is still dominant in North American educational strategies.

The U.S. educational strategy known as “Head Start” places huge value on 
early childhood skills acquisition. It promotes the social and cognitive growth 
of disadvantaged children through programs in education, nutrition, social 
needs, and health services to enrolled children and families. Canadian pro-
grams, such as ABC Head Start (Alberta), are based on a similar philosophy. 
In its National Strategy for Early Literacy, the Canadian Language and Literacy 
Research Network (2009) put a focus on skills, too, but stated its awareness of 
stake holders’ expanding definitions of literacy. The Network’s report says that 
“literacy included not only reading and writing, but also speaking, viewing and 
representing, as well as what these mean to various social and cultural groups” 
(p. 11). Although this definition acknowledges literacy as a social and cultural 
practice, Canadian definitions of literacy remain skills based, as defined by the 
International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey and the Adult Literacy and Life 
Skills Survey. These surveys, conducted by the Organisation for Economic Co-
operation and Development (OECD) and Statistics Canada, are quoted in the 
Network’s National Strategy for Early Literacy (see p. 11). 

One key recommendation of the Canadian Language and Literacy Research 
Network’s report follows:
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Children acquire fundamental literacy skills through an evidence-based instructional 
program that must include systematic, direct and explicit instruction, supporting the 
acquisition of essential alphabetic, code-breaking skills and development of strong 
oral language, vocabulary, grammar, fluency and comprehension skills. (p. 40)

This recommendation negates children’s natural literacy acquisition in their own 
worlds and on their own terms. In fact, it holds children and play hostage in 
favor of a political and economic agenda. It ignores theoretical research on chil-
dren’s early literacy skills learning: children achieve language and literacy skills at 
higher levels when they experience rudimentary play scenarios and creativity in 
nurturing environments.

A lack of foundational skills for higher-order thinking points to the value of 
play. Despite a heavy emphasis on the 3 Rs in the Kindergarten to Grade 3 cur-
riculum, educators and parents alike see that children often lack thinking skills 
such as how to make choices, generate solutions, and take risks.

Challenges of providing appropriate instruction

Generally, developing appropriate literacy instruction for the early years is a seri-
ous challenge. The programming is specialized and falls largely outside the uni-
versity experiences of primary and elementary teachers. Although we know and 
understand that most children pass through stages of physical and intellectual 
growth, we also know that they do not reach each stage at the same time and 
that growth is highly individual (Clay, 1991; Piaget, 1962). Early identification of 
learning and other developmental difficulties is a challenge, but if met, can lead 
to interventions, providing more optimal pathways for successful first literacy 
experiences.

With a full academic agenda, it is difficult for teachers to return play to the 
curriculum; however, more research is advocating play as an effective pedagogi-
cal tool that centres learning in a holistic environment similar to a home environ-
ment. Including play as a pedagogical tool is especially a struggle when teachers 
lack experience in early years’ classrooms. By using a natural form such as play, 
however, we can cultivate children’s natural love for learning and build a base 
of knowledge that privileges the social and cultural contexts in which children 
learn, while focusing on the skills that schools value so much.

Issues that affect children’s prospects as learners

High child poverty rates are still a huge concern, especially since child poverty 
studies suggest that family economics may lead to inequity later in life. As they 
grow up, children from poorer families often suffer health issues, missed oppor-
tunities, underemployment, and social exclusion out of proportion to their peers. 
All of this can be traced to a lack of early childhood intervention in education.

Research shows how early intervention using activities that engage children 
and challenge their young minds may affect some of their life path trajecto-
ries (Mustard, 2006). Other studies show that one quarter of Grade 1 students 
are at risk because of fewer resources in the home. Meanwhile, as a “Survey of 
Canadian Attitudes toward Learning” found, many Canadians think that early 
childhood learning should focus more on attitudes, such as fostering a positive 
attitude towards learning, than on school readiness (Canadian Council on Learn-
ing, 2007). All these considerations need to be part of a teacher education pro-
cess, if it is to fully engage with the issues facing children preparing for school.
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Challenges Facing Play as Learning

The role of play for children has come under much scrutiny by parents and edu-
cators. The word play once conjured up visions of children engaged in spon-
taneous thought, movement, and expression. Historically, it evoked images of 
carefree children running in fields, playing games, and climbing trees. Unfortu-
nately, it has acquired another connotation: that of time wasted and educational 
opportunities lost.

Reasons related to work help explain why play has been relegated to spaces 
outside curriculum. In a crowded world, playtime — or, to use a favorite term 
of parents, quality time — is often something left when the “real” work has been 
done. This dichotomy between work and play is formalized in the workplace. 
Play is not considered to be a productive measure or preparation for the world of 
work; this sort of office and organizational thinking is too frequently transferred 
to the home and classroom.

Many early-grade teachers often struggle under the weight of school and soci-
etal expectations. They think they ought to keep children almost always engaged 
in serious learning tasks: tasks that, in some obvious fashion, prepare them for 
gainful achievement. This rarely stated (but commonly held) perspective holds 
that, outside the playground, play has no real place in our schools. On one hand, 
schools put great importance on play as a socialization activity; on the other, 
they often confine it to physical education classes, lunch break, and recess. Fur-
thermore, although much research shows intricate connections between play and 
skills development, it is difficult for parents and educators to see how learning 
gained through play is transferable to work-related skills. Unfortunately, some 
types of play do not fit well within the confines of the structured and expected 
behaviors of children in school.

For too long, many educators and parents have undervalued play and viewed it only as a 
playground or physical education class activity.
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Play as a form of learning is subject to other challenges. The outcomes of play 
are difficult to quantify. Educators also tend to have set ideas about good play and 
bad play. Meanwhile, the media, popular culture, and overt child consumerism 
have pushed the boundaries of childhood outwards, towards mimicking the real-
life experiences of adults.

Nonetheless, a playful curriculum has much value. Creative in form and inno-
vative in ideas, it produces children who show resilience in the face of change 
and can share divergent thinking about the everyday nuances that define their 
lives. The ability to explore and confront such changes prepares children for later 
experiences where changing patterns in life are becoming the norm. Crisis in 
the Kindergarten: Why Children Need to Play in School is a 2009 report from the 
Alliance for Childhood by directors Edward Miller and Joan Almon. The U.S. 
report makes this argument: “Creative play that children can control is central to 
their physical, emotional, and cognitive growth. It contributes to their language 
development, social skills, and problem-solving capacities, and lays an essential 
foundation for later academic learning” (p. 63).

The literature written on play is also very supportive of its role in the literacy 
development of the child. Several researchers (see Dyson, 2003; Edminston, 2007; 
Gregory, Long, & Volk, 2005; Hall, 2000; and Morrow & Rand, 1991) report that 
literacy engagements for children are enriched through pretend play. Jane Hewes 
(2006) says, “In play children explore and test the edges of what they know, where 
they begin to understand what it feels like to reach for something new, and to 
achieve something originally impossible, even unimaginable” (p. 33). Seeing the 
rightful placement of play as a pedagogy that responds to and addresses early lit-
eracy and numeracy skills is a return to the natural way in which young children 
learn.

Play as It Relates to Curriculum Planning

If we agree that play is fundamental to the development and educational success 
of our students, then the challenge becomes how to bring play into a formalized 
curriculum, where skills are seen as the focus for future achievement. The fol-
lowing are aspects of play that need to be considered in relationship to (and with) 
curriculum planning for the early grades.

• Children learn in a holistic environment, one that encourages learning through 
speaking, listening, creative thinking, and moving, all of which are conducive 
to play-based exercises.

• Learning should be a hands-on experience, with classroom learning centres 
that develop independent thinking, learning, and other initiatives driven by 
children’s desire to learn.

• Children need to learn in spaces that acknowledge and build on the socio-
cultural dimensions of home and family that they bring with them to school.

• Since children learn and grow at different rates, educators must develop pro-
grams that are responsive to every child’s needs and that exemplify learning 
through play as a pedagogy that provides equity. Teachers must be mindful of 
their students’ needs.

• Effective teaching practice requires having a philosophy that places play as 
important to learning and understanding.
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Preparing to facilitate play

Play can find a space in classrooms where the teacher has mastered such skills 
as keenly observing learning moments, sharing and communicating to find chil-
dren’s voices, and using play to help children connect their feelings and thoughts 
with words. Teaching children how to freely communicate their thoughts and 
feelings to others is needed if, ultimately, they are to interact with their world of 
learning. To successfully introduce or encourage play in their classrooms, teach-
ers need to do the following:

• model attitudes that recognize and use play in the curriculum as a learning 
pedagogy

• gain an understanding of the importance of play and its vital relationship to 
learning

• understand how to include appropriate play experiences for young children
• learn how to contribute to play without controlling children’s exploration
• understand how to encourage certain learning goals in play when working 

alongside children
• recognize the importance of socio-dramatic play in the construction of chil-

dren’s identities
• create spaces for and categorize play for learning

Offering enriching opportunities

 During the primary years, children benefit from complex play invitations when 
paired with materials that enrich play opportunities. The importance of the 
materials in the classroom environment should not be overlooked. The choice of 
materials and the equipment chosen for the classroom should optimize learning 
opportunities. The suggested materials in the table (pages 14 to 15) foster cre-
ativity, musicality, critical thinking skills, understanding of math concepts, and 
problem-solving skills. They also aid physical achievement. 

Play as Children’s Work 

At its simplest, play is children’s work and the way in which children make sense 
of their formative world (Piaget, 1962). Children’s play is used for different func-
tions, such as social engagement, symbolic expression, and motor activity. All 
these forms of play show traces of the identities of children and may be an expres-
sion of power within themselves and how they communicate with others. Essen-
tially, play is what children do in their world and it is fun. Through it, we see the 
development of children’s cognitive skills, such as fine and gross motor skills; 
an orientation to their environment; and skills of socialization to play out with 
 others. In many ways, play is the foundation upon which these types of skills for 
life are built.

The building blocks for life that are found in play-based activities show the 
intricate link between play and life. Child play provides opportunities to engage  
hildren through a performance of life: one that can be experienced in a safe envi-
ronment. Language and communication skills, problem solving, and the use of 
critical thinking strategies are all needed. Play is a chance to practise these skills 
that are so much a part of a child’s life (Bruner, 1978). 

Kindergarten teacher Karen 
 Jennings makes use of these 
 materials, as described. This table 
is derived from The Right Stuff for 
 Children Birth to 8 by Martha B. 
 Bronson (1995, pp. 120–121).
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